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Combined Reporting Pro Forma Study

§ This study submitted on March 15, 2014 analyzed the fiscal impact of
changing the business corporation tax statute to a “combined reporting”
method
§ Corporations were required to submit a pro forma combined report for two
tax years (2011 & 2012)

§

Under combined reporting a Rhode Island corporation reports its own
income and the combined income of the other corporations, or affiliates
that are under common ownership

§

They then use a formula to apportion the amount of the combined
income

§

Approx. 1,621 combined groups filed pro forma combined reports

§ The study found that regardless of methodology the state would have
gained more in revenue had Rhode Island adopted combined reporting

Pro Forma Study Results

Pro Forma Study Results:
Limitations and Conclusions
•

Data that was compiled was based solely on unaudited tax returns as filed by corporations.

•

Combined reporting measures only included tax years 2011 and 2012, broadly speaking
after businesses were recovering from recession.

•

Study focused tax returns filed as if combined reporting were a law, not taking into account
what actions corporations took once it became law. (i.e. reorganize as pass-through entities
and/or locate affiliates offshore)

•

Study was unable to determine impact of combined reporting by industry as it was not
mandated by statute to include NAICS code on RI return.

•

Single sales factor apportionment study encompassed only those corporations subject to
proforma combined reporting (most corporations are not subject to proforma combined
reporting).

•

Some taxpayers did not fully understand all the requirements despite extensive outreach
and education by the Division of Taxation.

•

Not all software providers supported the required schedule for the study.

•

No penalty for not attaching CRS Schedule.

Corporate Tax Overhaul
June 19, 2014: Rhode Island adopted a combined reporting methodology for tax
years beginning on January 1, 2015, changing four main components

March 15 2018: Report on the effect of legislative changes due
http://www.tax.ri.gov/reports/Report_on_corporate_tax_changes_03_15_18.pdf

Methodology

• Calculated the taxes which were or would have been owed under the old
and new policy regimes for all corporations which filed using Combined
Reporting in tax year 2015
• 2,012 Unitary Group filings, comprised of 27,022 member corporations
(1,147 groups filed electronically, 865 filed on paper)
• To estimate the marginal effects of each portion of the policy change,
taxes were computed for each permutation of the four applicable main
component changes
• Tax Year 2016 was not used due to the number of filers on extension

Base Calculation

Techniques

• Analytical Cleaning techniques used
o Eliminated duplicate schedules (e.g. parent puts themselves on the
child schedule)
o Remove “bad” data, predominantly corporations improperly included of
where there were only partial data sets
• Too much data to do manually, so knime was used to string together
pieces and generate different outputs
o Was able to correct data in ITS system, and then re-run model in a
matter of minutes

Usage of Knime for Analysis

Impact on RI
Caveat

Caveat on Impact Analysis
• This is the quantitative impact without analysis on nonreturn based factors
• The Rhode Island tax base of C Corp filers is limited, hence
limiting the data evaluated
• Rhode Island has a relatively small number of businesses
in certain industries
• Taxpayers’ segmentation and financial figures are mostly
self-reported
• The Sum is not equal to the sum of the parts in component
impact analysis

Impact on RI
Summary

Impact on RI
Marginal Effect of Components

Impact on RI
Shift in Burden

Share of tax burden,
old law vs. new law
(Out-of-state corporations in blue below,
Rhode Island corporations in orange)

100%
50%

39%

61%

88%

12%

0%
Under old law
Non-R.I. corps

Under new law
R.I. corps

Impact on RI
Size of Business
Increase or decrease is calculated as the effect of moving from the tax as computed
under the old policy to tax as computed under the new policy.

•

Using the US Small Business Association defines a “small business” in different ways
depending on industry. Some, such as most manufacturing businesses, are classified by
number of employees, while others, such as most retailers, are classified by total revenue.

•

Where possible, the Division of Taxation has classified businesses. However, a plurality of
member organizations could not be classified, either due to missing or inaccurate data, or
because the total number of employees was not available outside of those reporting
income in the State of Rhode Island.

•

For the majority of instances where a corporation fit the definition of a small business, their
taxes were unchanged by this policy.

Impact on RI
NAICS Code analysis

Impact on RI
Change in Sourcing

Lessons Learned from Analysis

ü Data Quality: Garbage in ensures Garbage out
Tried to mitigate by designing form to reference 1120
Combined Reporting forced a shift to proactive evaluation
ü Sheer size of the corporations provided challenging to verify in one
sitting
Difficulties in keeping track of what is recorded for each entity
having to keep track of which have been recorded before
ü Confusion over segmentation
What is a Small Business?
How do you define a “local business”?
ü Taxpayer miseducation may lead to incorrect reporting and
underreporting

What’s Next?

• Refine the schedule further to only capture needed
information, since report is complete
o More Fields = Less Compliance
o Leveraged Paid Preparers to understand where the pain
points lay in filing the return
• Work with taxpayers to understand the administration of
combined groups and educate where needed
• Train auditors and Models as the tax regime comes into the
commonly selected audit period

Questions?

